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Abstract. We demonstrate that many families of Calabi-Yau threefolds consist
generically of small resolutions of nodal forms in other families and, in fact,
that a large class of families is connected by this relation. Our result resonates
with a conjecture of Reid that Calabi-Yau threefolds may have a universal
moduli space even though they are of different homotopy types. Such ideas tie
quite naturally to alluring prospects of unifying (super)string models.

1. Introduction

There is a growing list of constructions of Calabi-Yau threefolds, i.e., compact
complex threefolds with vanishing first Chern class. Among them, there exists a
large family of non-singular Calabi-Yau threefolds embedded as complete inter-
sections in products of complex projective spaces (CICYs) which were studied by
the authors and others [1,2]. A particularly interesting phenomenon was discussed
in ref. [2], where it was called "contracting" (vs. its inverse, "splitting") whereby
the non-singular varieties of one family of CICYs turn out generically to be small
resolutions of nodal varieties in another family. Here we make a suitable
generalization of this notion and study its effect on the Calabi-Yau threefolds Jt
together with their deformation spaces Θ.

Clemens [3] has studied "double solids", i.e., double covers of P 3 branched
over possibly singular surfaces; in the case when the branching surface is octic and
nodal, a small resolution of the double cover is a Calabi-Yau manifold. We show
that in several cases CICYs are small resolutions of double covers of P 3 branched
over nodal octics, and prove similar results for the generalization of double solids
to branched double covers of more general threefolds.

Reid has suggested [4] that if Θ' contracts to Θ (as will be specified below),
it is reasonable to identify Θ' with a singular stratum of 6>, and conjectures the
existence of a unified moduli space of (generically non-algebraic) threefolds of
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which moduli spaces of many of the known Calabi-Yau threefolds may be regarded
as strata.

In support of this conjecture, we present here a large collection of deformation
spaces of Calabi-Yau threefolds of which we can prove that it is connected by
the relation of contraction in a sense that we shall make precise.

The plan of the paper is as follows: We give necessary definitions and set up
the framework of our analysis in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we review the constructions
of threefolds as complete intersections in products of complex projective spaces
and review the phenomenon of "splitting" as discussed in ref. [2]. In Sect. 4, we
discuss a generalization/specialization of the class of double solids studied by
Clemens [3]. We study the phenomenon of contraction among the threefolds of
this class as well as contractions which relate these threefolds to those studied in
the previous section. In Sect. 5, we show that all the deformation spaces studied
in this paper can be connected by the relation of contraction. Finally in Sect. 6,
we discuss the implications of this phenomenon to physics applications. This ties
quite naturally to some alluring prospects for unification of (super)string models.

2. Holomorphic Families and Contractions

An holomorphic family of compact projective π-folds is a triple (Θ, E,tσ), where
Θ and E are complex manifolds and m:E-> Θ is a holomorphic map whose fibres
Jί, said to belong to the family, are compact projective varieties and whose generic
fibre is non-singular of dimension n. {Θ is a deformation space for Jί)

A holomorphic map p: E' -• E is called a contraction of (Θ', F, m') to (Θ, E, w) if
i. p is a fibrewise map and maps each fibre Jί' of w' onto a fibre Jί of w.

ii. The restriction of p to a generic fibre Jί' of m' is a resolution of the variety
<P(Jί').

We shall write Θ for (<9, E,m), where there is no danger of confusion, and we shall
say Θ contracts to Θ' if there is a contraction from (Θ, Έ,m) to (Θ\ E',τπr).

In case Θ and Θ' are families of thresholds, we say p is a contraction by small
resolutions if the following stronger form of ii. holds:

ii'. The restriction of p to a generic fibre Jί of w is a small resolution of the
nodal variety p(Jί)}

Let (6>, E,m) be an holomorphic family, if a line bundle over E, and A a linear
space of global sections of if2 such that A generates if2 (we are leaving open the
possibility that A is not the full space of sections of if 2). We define an induced
double covering family (ΛΘ, ΛE, Aw) as follows: Let hΛ be the hyperplane bundle
of P(/l), the projective space of the linear space A. There is a natural section η of
<y2®hΛ over E x P(Λ) defined by projectivising the map (e,λ)->λ(e), where eeΈ
and λeΛ. ΛE is the double cover of E x P(A) branched over the 0-locus oϊη. Note
that η has a nowhere vanishing one-jet, so that ΛE is again a complex manifold.

ΛΘ is Θ (x) P(Λ). The map Λw is the double covering map followed by the projection
on Θ®P{A).

See ref. [5] for the definition of a nodal variety and ref. [6] for the definition of a small resolution
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If (Θ\ E',m') is another holomorphic family, p:E'->E is a contraction, and
5£' = p*(JS?) is the pull-back of JS? by p and p*:Λ^Γ(£fr) is a monomorphism
with image Λ\ we define

by p A(e', p*(λ)) = (p(e),λ), with e'eΈ! and
The definitions and the notation have been framed to lead to a straightforward

proof of

Proposition 1. p Λ is a contraction of holomorphic families from (ΛΘ
f, AΈ!, Aw') to

(ΛΘ, ΛE, Aw). Moreover, if p is a contraction by small resolution, so is p A.

3. Complete Intersections in Products of Projective Spaces

A configuration is a pair \iV || S\ where ΊV is a non-singular projective variety
and S is a sequence of line bundles (S'1,...,S

>

K) each of which is generated by
global sections.

We define the holomorphic family [Θg,^β,ws) of the configuration [ # " I K ]
by setting

Θ=P(Γ(£ί)) x ••• x P(Γ{$K)), (3.1)

and defining E to be the subset of Θ x Ψ* for which each component of the Θ
coordinate vanishes on the 1V coordinate. ws is the projection on Θ. Here Γ( )
denotes the space of global sections. Note that the generic fibre Jί of w is a
non-singular intersection of K hypersurfaces in W. For any fibre Jί of w we shall
write Jίe[i^\\S~\ and call Jί a member of the configuration.

It should be pointed out that the deformation spaces Θ used here are
considerably redundant. This is the natural context in which to formulate the
constructions we are investigating; a formulation in terms of effective deformation
spaces (moduli spaces) could probably be contrived but we do not believe that
the benefits to be derived therefrom would compensate for the considerable loss
of transparency.

The case when

m r

ψ- = pγ x ... x p*n a n ( j ga = (χ)(/ϊr)««9
r = 1

where hr denotes the hyperplane bundle of P"r has been studied in ref. [1,2]. In
our notation, Ψ* in such a case is represented by the m-dimensional positive integer
valued column vector n = [nr~] and $ is represented by an m x X-dimensional
non-negative integer valued matrix a = [#£], r — 1,...,m and a = l,...,K. This
defines the configuration matrix [n | |q]. Configuration matrices which differ only
by permutations of the m rows of [n || q] and/or permutations of the K columns
of q are for all practical purposes equivalent and we will not distinguish among
them. Also, we shall often not distinguish notationally between a configuration
matrix and the corresponding configuration, and will write, for instance, Jίe\n \\ q].

We have been primarily interested in configuration matrices the generic variety
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M of which is a Calabi-Yau threefold. This requires that

and we adopt the acronym of ref. [2] CICY (for complete intersection Calabi-Yau)
for manifolds belonging to such configurations. For auxilliary purposes, however,
we also consider configuration matrices satisfying the weaker condition

Σ<faύnr+l, Vr. (3.2)
α = 1

A variety Ji belonging to such a configuration, provided the inequality is strict
for at least one r, has the property that its anti-canonical bundle, K* # , is non-trivial
and generated by global sections. We shall refer to such varieties as almost Fano 2

complete intersections (AFCI for short).
It suffices to consider configuration matrices that satisfy:

since hyperplane sections of only one factor Pn in W simply reduce this Pn to

We now describe a process that was called "contracting" in ref. [2]. To that
end consider a generic non-singular manifold

Je[P"x#||(f], S = {h®^1\...,(h®^n + 1\ (3.3)

where i^ represents a AFCI fourfold. Notice that Jί is a Calabi-Yau threefold
if ^κ\= ®}t\!Ff is the anti-canonical bundle of iV, denoted K*^.

Writing (zo,...,zn) for the homogeneous coordinates of Pn (and thus a basis
for the space of sections of h) and weΨ^, M is the locus of (n + 1) equations of
the form:

ΣΦfMzi = 0> / = l , . . . , w + l , (3.4)
i = 0

where each φf

ι is a section of #" j . Since z, cannot all vanish simultaneously,
Eq. (3.4) implies that

4(w):=det[<£/(w)]=0. (3.5)

Δ is clearly a (non-generic) section of the bundle # κ .
We write n\(if xPn)^W for the projection.

Theorem 1 π(Ji) belongs to the configuration,

V^WΔ, (3.6)

and, for a generic choice of Jί, π(Ji) has no singularities other than nodes.

2 This is derived from the use of the term "Fano threefolds" for threefolds with ample anti-canonical
sheaf
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A proof of this theorem is outlined in ref. [2] (Sect. III). It starts with the
observation that A is singular precisely when the matrix of sections, (3.4) has corank 2.
It is then observed that this requirement already imposes 4 constraints, and
therefore occurs generically only at points. Furthermore, the vanishing of the
Hessian imposes still another constraint and therefore generically does not happen.
This argument is essentially correct on a philosophical level and entirely satisfactory
for n = 1. A completely rigorous proof for all values of n can be constructed by
the systematic use of Bertini's theorem and the theorem of Grauert and Artin
[7, 6] to the effect that a rational curve in a threefold, along which the canonical
bundle of the threefold is trivial and the normal bundle of which does not admit
a section, can be blown down to a node. The details of such a proof do not come
within the scope of a note such as the present one and will be given in a forthcoming
paper [8]. These remarks should be understood to apply also to the proof of
Lemma 1 in the next section.

Corollary 1. The determinant map det:[φ/] -+A induces a contraction by small
resolutions

p : ( Θ . , E-,m,) = (Θ«- , E r ,τπψ ).

Proof. Using the above notation, we have in the case of the configuration (3.3)
coordinates (w,/?;[(/>/]) for f x P " and Θs. (w,θκ) are coordinates of W and
θp for the configuration (3.6). The contraction map p is now defined by

The verification of criteria i. and ii/ is now straightforward.

Remark. In the alternate notation for configurations mentioned above, the
contraction acts

P'
nm

n

q i * * *

q i * * *

o ...

1

0

- 1

q" ••

1 ••

' \

• q

• 1i _

Lnm

qi

qm, ^ qt

where g} = deg(/>/, and where the AFCI # is a generic member of the
configuration

••• qt

4. Calabi-Yau Double Solids

Clemens has studied two-fold coverings of P 3 branched over possibly singular
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hyper-surfaces. In the case when the hypersurface has degree eight and is
non-singular, the two-fold cover is a Calabi-Yau threefold.

4.1. Double Covered Almost Fano Threefolds. The constructions of Clemens has a
straightforward generalization, replacing P 3 with an AFCI threefold (as defined in
Sect. 3). To relate the canonical class of the AFCI with the canonical class of its
double cover we shall need a standard result:

Proposition 2. Let "Ϋ~ and Φ" be two n-folds and π'.Φ^i^ be a double cover branched
over the non-singular 0-locus of a section η of if2, where i f is a line bundle over
-V. Then

Corollary 2. The double cover of an AFCI branched over the 0-locus of a section
of the square of the anti-canonical bundle is a Calabi-Yau threefold.

4.2 Linking Calabi-Yau Double Solids with CICYs. Now we relate the Calabi-Yau
threefolds defined in Corollary 2 with the constructions reviewed in Sect. 3.

Proposition 3. A (generic) manifold

is a small resolution of a twofold covering ofP3, branched over an octic surface with
64 nodes.

Proof. Let (x9y) be homogeneous coordinates of IP1. The constraint equation
defining Ji is

Ax2 + Bxy + Cy2 = 0,

where A,B and C are quartics over P 3 . Let π be the projection of Ji on P 3 , and
Δ = B2 — 4AC. For p a point in P 3 , π~ί(p) consists of

1. Two points if Δ(p)φO;
2. A point if A = 0, but at least one of A(p), B(p) and C(p) does not vanish;
3. A copy of P \ if A(p) = B{p) = C{p) = 0.

For a generic Jί, condition 3. will hold at 64 points at each of which the three
quadrics in P 3 intersect transversally. This suffices to show as in ref. [2] (Sect. Ill)
that these points are nodes of the otherwise smooth surface A = 0 in P 3 . Jί is
evidently a small resolution of the double cover of P 3 , branched over the surface
Δ = 0. D

This correspondence between CICYs and double solids can be generalized in
two straightforward ways.

To start with, consider a generic manifold

Γ3α bl
|_2 2 l j '
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the defining equations of which are

Σ δ'Vj = o, (4.i)
i,j=0

XL ;

Z ί = 0, (4.2)
i = 0

with (Z O ,Z 1 ? Z 2 )G[P 2 , Qij and I? are homogeneous in coordinates of P 3 and of degree
a and 6 respectively. Let π again be the projection of Jί on P 3 . For p a point in
P 3 , π~ί(p) is the intersection of the quadric (4.1) and the line (4.2), and consists of

1. Two points when the line (4.2) is transverse to the quadric (4.1) at regular
points;

2. A point when the line (4.2) is tangent to the quadric (4.1) or meets it trans-
versely at a double point;

3. A copy of P 1 when
(a) Li(p) = 0 and the quadric (4.1) is non-degenerate. Here P 1 is

identified with the quadric (4.1) in P 3 ;
(b) The quadric (4.1) degenerates in a union of two lines at least one of

which coincides with the line (4.2).

Both the cases Qij(p) = 0, Vi,j and the case U{p) = L2(p) = L3{p) = 0 simul-
taneously with the degeneration of the quadric (4.1) are precluded by the genericity
of the choice of Jί.

The above analysis generalizes straightforwardly when P 3 is replaced with a
non-singular AFCI Hi as defined in the previous section. There exist further
generalizations along this line, for which we prove

Lemma 1. A generic Calabi-Yan manifold

is a small resolution of the double cover ofiV branched over the 0-locus of a section of
the square of the anti-canonical bundle K*Ψ (which is the product stf ® M2 ® ® &n)-
The composition π of the resolution with the covering is given by the projection on iV.

Proof Denoting by (zo,...,zj the homogeneous coordinates of Pn and for wei^,
the defining equations of Jί may be written as

Σ A % φ i Z j = 0, (4.3)

Σ B / ( * Φ , = O, f = 2,...,n. (4.4)
i = 0

For each wei^, let ^ w be the projectivised locus of Eq. (4.4) and let Qw be
the restriction of the quadratic relation (4.3) to «̂ ΓW. We write dw for the dimension
of JΓW and cw for the corank of Q w . For fixed w, the set of possible choices of the
coefficient sections in (4.4) for which the ϊ ί h equation is linearly dependent on the
previous i — 1 has codimension n+l—i. Thus the set of possible choices of the
coefficient sections for which this is the case for any w has codimension n — i — 2
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since Ψ* has dimension 3. It follows that for generic choice of Jt the first n — 2
of the n — 1 equations (4.4) are linearly independent for all w so that the possible
values for dw are 1 and 2.

A similar analysis shows for dw=\ the possible values for cw are 0,1 and 2,
while for dw = 2, 0 is the only possible value for cw. We are now ready to consider
the possibilities for π~x(w) for a generic choice of Jt.

dw=l; cw = 0: This is the generic case and π~1(w) consists of two points
corresponding to the two distinct solutions of Qw .

dw = 1; cw = 1: π~1(w) consists of a single point corresponding to the unique
solution to Q w . This occurs at the regular points of a hypersurface which is the
null locus of

AiQJ°®Ahh®Bi

2

2®Bf®.--®Bi«®Bj

n«sio...in8jo...jn, (4.5)

and whose singularities are given by the next two cases:
dw = 2; cw = 0: p~1(w) is a smooth quadric on ifw = P 2 , which is abstractly a

copy of P 1 .
dw = 1; cw = 2: Q w is vacuous and π~1(w) consists of Jfw, again a copy of P 1 .
By a careful analysis which we shall not reproduce here, (see, however, the

discussion following Theorem 1) it can be shown that the singularities of Eq. (4.5),
corresponding to the last two cases, are nodes. If the P*s lying over the nodes are
collapsed, we obtain the double cover of Ψ* branched along the zero locus of Eq.
(4.5). This completes the proof. •

This result globalizes straightforwardly to the case where the threefold Hi is
replaced by a configuration the members of which are almost Fano threefolds.

Theorem 2. Let \1V\i~\ be a configuration the members of which are almost Fano
threefolds. Let (s$,^2? ->&n) be line bundles over W, each generated by its global
sections, and such that

has the property that ££\M = K*M for each member Jt of \iV\S\ Then, the
holomorphic family of the configuration

contracts by small resolutions to the double covering family of the holomorphic family
of the configuration \iV || S~\ induced by the bundle ^£2 and its space of global sections.

5. Connected Deformation Space

Let Γ be the directed graph defined as follows: each vertex of Γ stands for a
configuration, \iίr\$\ where i^ = Pt[ι x ••• x P^m and the tensor product of
the line bundles in $ equals the anti-canonical bundle of Ψ*. Each directed edge
of Γ stands for an ordered pair of configurations such that the first contracts to
the second by small resolutions.

Lemma 2. Γ is connected.
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Proof. Given any configuration, one can split it iteratively until one arrives at a
configuration for which each constraint has total degree two and is bilinear in the
homogeneous coordinates of two distinct P% at least one of which is a P 1 . One
can then contract iteratively all the Pn factors for which n > 1 and then contract
P xs as many times as possible. The result is evidently

1

1

1

1

2
2

2

2_

to which every configuration can therefore be connected. D

We can embed Γ in a larger directed graph Ω with a vertex for each configuration
satisfying Eq. (3.2), i.e., the members of which are either Calabi-Yau or almost
Fano threefolds. The edges of Ω, include, in addition to those of Γ, an edge for
each contraction between almost Fano configurations and an edge for each
contraction as in Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Ω is connected.

Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2 and Theorem 2. •

Remark. To illustrate the construction in the proof of Lemma 2, we present a
path in Γ connecting the configuration in Proposition 3 to the one in the proof:
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We have indicated the Euler characteristic and the second Betti number of a
manifold belonging to a configuration by the subscripts and superscripts
respectively.

Those vertices of Ω which correspond to AFCI configurations should be
understood as representing induced double covering families of Calabi-Yau
threefolds. It is a consequence of Proposition 1 that contractions of AFCI
configurations induce contractions by small resolutions of the corresponding
induced Calabi-Yau double covering families.

6. Implications for Physics Application

4-dimensional Minkowski superstring models can be constructed such that some
of the internal degrees of freedom of the superstring span a Calabi-Yau manifold
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Jί. The number of superfields which are massless in the effective 4-dimensional
model are determined by the cohomology of the 'internal' manifold Jί, while the
details of the interactions of these superfields depend on the more detailed geometry
of Jί. Inevitably, such superstring models depend on the moduli of Jί.

With this in mind, Corollary 1 suggests that a superstring model with an
internal generic Calabi-Yau manifold Mhe\_W || ̂ κ~] may be viewed as a deforma-
tion of a superstring model with the (possibly singular) internal Calabi-Yau
threefold π{Jί) defined in Eq. (3.5), which in turn was obtained from the one
utilizing Jί in Eq. (3.3). Similar remarks hold for superstring model interpretation
of Theorem 2.

Typically, Jί, π{Jί) and Jίh have different cohomology and consequently, the
spectrum of massless modes in the respective models differs3. Note that for φκ{w)
a generic section of ^ κ , A + εφκ = 0 with eeC defines a smooth Calabi-Yau
manifold Jίh, which degenerates 'in the middle' ε = 0 into π(Jί). Generally, the
transitions suggested by this note would occur at certain (singular) strata of moduli
spaces obtained from Eq. (3.1) of the Calabi-Yau threefolds.

It appears very natural to envision a universal moduli space in which the
connected moduli spaces of Theorem 3 are embedded; in fact Reid conjectures the
existence of a moduli space for threefolds with trivial canonical bundle, the most
generic with b2 = 0, in which moduli spaces of Calabi-Yau manifolds occur as
singular strata. The present results manifestly resonate strongly with this conjecture.
The implication of this to superstring models with internal Calabi-Yau threefolds
is self-evident.

We wish to remark on the apparent resemblance of the present results (or
Reid's conjecture if proven) and the situation in supersymmetric grand unified
models, where several ground states, each with a distinct symmetry, are degenerate
and the physical system may tunnel from one ground state to another. There,
however, the 'universal moduli space' was known and explicitly constructed (the
Higgs parameter space [9]) and one knows of a principle which, at finite
temperature and with gravitational effects included, chooses among the ground
states. Clearly, superstring counterparts of these features are yet to be found.
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